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Titanic Simon Adams 2014-06-16 In "Eyewitness: Titanic" young readers will discover the triumphs and tragedies of this "unsinkable" luxury liner. Detailed images and text
highlight all aspects of this fateful journey including how the ship was built and equipped, what kind of pass
My First Busy Day Sarah Davis (Writer of children's books) 2011 Hands-on fun for you and your toddler as you recall My First Busy Day with this tabbed board book. With lots of
colourful pictures, fun-filled questions, familiar activities and objects, your toddler will love learning about their busy day with this tactile board book. Read it together and help
them turn the pages using the easy-grip picture tabs; from getting dressed and getting out and about, to learning to count and getting ready for bedtime. Fun questions on every
page will help develop early speaking and listening skills. It's a great way to teach your child about things that happen on a busy day.
Timelines of Everyone DK 2020-10-06 Get the inside track on the incredible lives of history's biggest names, from William Shakespeare to Oprah Winfrey, and Anne Frank to
Julius Caesar. More than 150 visual timelines take you on unforgettable journeys through the lives of the great, the terrible, and the overlooked people of world history. Following
on from the smash hit Timelines of Everything, this fascinating new children's book focuses squarely on the biographies of a myriad of movers and shakers across millennia. It
covers a diverse array of kings and queens, humanitarians, scientists, inventors, explorers, activists, writers, artists, and more, from across the globe. Timelines of Everyone
reveals not just the incredible achievements, contributions, and adventures of historical figures, but the lesser-known events that shaped them too, from childhood into old age.
Did you know that West African ruler Mansa Musa was the richest person ever to have lived? Or that Hollywood screen legend Hedy Lamarr invented the technology that would
one day develop into WiFi? Or how about the fact that Einstein's last words were lost because his nurse didn't speak German? Filled with easy-to-understand timelines, vibrant
illustrations, and a diverse range of influential people, Timelines of Everyone is the must-have guide to the world's must-know names.
The Dorling Kindersley History of the World Plantagenet Somerset Fry 1998
When on Earth? Dorling Kindersley, Inc. 2015-04-07 Incredible maps show where history was made. Much more than an atlas or a history book, When on Earth? charts global
historical events through stunning world maps. A truly visual guide to discovering when, where, and why things happened, When on Earth? presents history as a series of
stunning, specially commissioned historical maps of the world. Each of these maps charts a key global event, such as the migration of the earliest humans, the spread of the
Black Death, or the European, African, and Pacific theaters of World War II.
I Feel Happy DK 2020-08-11 Encourage little ones to explore their emotions and discover exactly what makes them happy in this board book for young children. I Feel Happy is
the ideal ebook to help children understand how happiness works for them. It is often difficult for children, and adults, to articulate their emotions and to understand why they act
the way they do. This bright and colorful ebook encourages adults and children to read together and gain a deeper understanding of the different ways that happiness can look
from the outside, how happiness occurs in the brain, and what makes you happy. Fun illustrations and minimal text make this the perfect first ebook for young children to enjoy. I
Feel Happy allows children to begin to understand their emotions and think consciously about what makes them happy.
Did You Know? DK 2014-08-01 Answering any question a child could ever have with over 500 images & illustrations, Did You Know? is a first reference book for school children.
Inquisitive young minds tend to have a never-ending curiosity about the world around them. This book focuses on what they really want to know about nature, science, history,
and more, putting things in easy to understand question and answer format. There's so much more to know that you ever thought possible. Bursting at the seams, this 160-page
children's reference book is packed with eye-catching 3-D digital illustrations, photographs, diagrams and more to answer your every question. Questions like "Why does it rain?",
"Which animals have houses?", "What was a gladiator?" are all answered with clear an engaging text for kids to learn on their own! Did You Know? covers a wide array of topics
about the natural world, what happened down the ages, and what's going on In space. Learn all about the "how, when, where, and whys". Their favorite subjects are all here from dinosaurs and ancient civilizations to geographical knowledge on weather, rocks, and minerals. Open young minds to the wonder of the world around them and sharpen

their knowledge through fun quizzes and facts. Soon they will be the ones asking others, "Did you know?" Find The Answers To Those Burning Questions This book teaches you
about a wide selection of Interesting facts broken down by subject and put in accessible terms that are ideal for elementary school children ages 6-8. Each page is packed with
wonderful thought-provoking images and attempts to answer those thoughts through the facts on the very same page. Did You Know? encourages your young reader to find out
more on their own. The easy-to-digest chunks of Information and quick quizzes fuel their thirst for knowledge and more information. In this book, you will learn about: - The Earth,
Space and the nearest Planets - The living world and its inhabitants - History, from dinosaurs to mankind's greatest achievements - Science and technology - The human body &
more Did You Know? Amazing Answers To The Questions You Ask is part of the educational series Did You Know? Encyclopedias. Complete the collection and learn more
about the world around you and the questions you ask, science, and space.
What Happened When in the World Dorling Kindersley 2015-03-25 History as you've never seen it before, walk through the past and find out what happened when Step into
What Happened When in the World, a unique historical atlas for kids and discover the global events that shaped our world. Watch the key moments in our history unravel on the
page in front of you through colourful, illustrated 3D maps. Follow the devastating spread of the black death through Europe, the Roman Empire's expansion to North Africa and
the Middle East, and the impact of world war II on the globe. What Happened When in the World reveals our history through 60 stunning, specially commissioned historical maps
which chart the migration of humans, the spread of the black death, D-day landings and much more.
Knowledge Encyclopedia History! DK 2019-08-01 Join us on a fascinating journey through the ages! Explore historical events through engaging explanations, incredible
illustrations and stunning computer-generated images. A gorgeously illustrated guide to the history of the world, from what everyday life was like in medieval cultures to the
ground-breaking, eco-friendly innovations of today. From the disciplined armies of ancient Rome and the first flight of the Wright Brothers to World War II and post-colonial Africa,
this comprehensive history book brings historical events to life in incredible detail. World history is charted and celebrated from every angle in this reference book. Perfect for
making home learning fun, young readers will get to see what history looked like through spectacular computer-generated images of key people, places, and events. Discover
fantastic facts about the history of everything. Comprehensive and authoritative information on a massive range of topics will inspire young minds to learn more about history.
Find out what everyday life was like in Egypt, how inventions such as the printer came about, and understand why the world went to war - twice. Packed with vivid depictions of
history, this complete visual reference guide shows you what other encyclopedias only tell you. Peek inside ancient buildings, meet ferocious samurai warriors, and marvel at
elaborate outfits, all through highly detailed CGI images. A Fascinating Introduction to The World Through Time Find out fun facts that will amaze you, surprise you, and answer
your burning questions about some of history's key events, such as The French Revolution or The Golden Age of Cinema. This book will transport you to the most exciting times
of the past, from our earliest ancestors right up to the world we live in today. Journey back in time with this educational book of the events of the past! - The Ancient World - The
Medieval World - The Age of Revolution - The Age of Exploration - The Modern World Complete the Series: DK Book's Knowledge EncyclopediaSeries makes the most complex
subjects easy to understand. Discover everything you need to know about the human body in Knowledge Encyclopedia Human Body!, learn about the most exciting parts of
space in Knowledge Encyclopedia Space!, and many more!
Timelines from Black History DK 2020-10-01 Erased. Ignored. Hidden. Lost. Underappreciated. No longer. Delve into the unique, inspiring, and world-changing history of Black
people. From Frederick Douglass to Oprah Winfrey, and the achievements of ancient African kingdoms to those of the US Civil Rights Movement, Timelines From Black History:
Leaders, Legends, Legacies takes kids on an exceptional journey from prehistory to modern times. This DK children's ebook boasts more than 30 visual timelines, which explore
the biographies of the famous and the not-so-famous - from royalty to activists, and writers to scientists, and much, much more. Stunning thematic timelines also explain the
development of Black history - from the experiences of black people in the US, to the story of postcolonial Africa. Did you know that the richest person ever to have lived was a
West African? Or that the technology that made the lightbulb possible was developed by African American inventor, and not Thomas Edison? How about the fact that Ethiopia
was the only African country to avoid colonization, thanks to the leadership of a brave queen? Stacked with facts and visually vibrant, Timelines From Black History: Leaders,
Legacies, Legends is an unforgettable and accessible hive of information on the people and the issues that have shaped Black history.
A Farm Through Time Eric Thomas 2001 An amazing portrait of farm life from medieval times to the present day shows how farming and chores such as plowing, sowing,
harvesting, and haymaking has changed over the centuries. 15,000 first printing.
D is for Dog DK 2020-09-03 Take a first look at the delightful world of dogs in this beautifully illustrated non-fiction picture ebook for babies and toddlers. Part of DK's illustrated
animal alphabet series, D is for Dog is the fourth entertaining picture book instalment, a perfect first gift for babies and toddlers. The friendly, read-aloud text and lively
illustrations by Kate Slater will have young animal-lovers smiling in no time as they learn fun words about dogs that all begin with the letter "d". Have fun with your little one by
pointing to the colourful illustrations that tell the story of these loveable creatures. Learn how dogs get dizzy chasing their tails, dirty rolling in mud, and how they love to swim
doggy-paddle style. Filled with simple, playful facts, D is for Dog provides lots to talk about and lots to look at for curious, animal loving babies and toddlers everywhere.
Today in History History Channel (Television network) 2003 Based on the History Channel's This Week in History TV series, this vast chronology of world hiostry provides a day-

by-day account of the most important events in world history, technology, entertainment, business and industry, and more.
Eyewitness World War II 2021-08-05
On this Day DK 2021-10-28 Ever wonder what happened 100 years ago on your birthday? What about on Christmas Day in the year 800? Or Halloween in the distant past? You
might be surprised by what you find out. On This Day is a history ebook with a difference. Travel back in time and discover the weird and wonderful things that happened around
the world on every day of the year, from January 1st to December 31st. From the first day of China's rule by the Han dynasty on February 28th, 202 BCE, to the introduction of
Dolly the Sheep, the world's first cloned mammal, on July 5th, 1996, there is something incredible to learn on every page. Unlike other day-by-day history ebooks, On This Day
includes historical photographs and quirky illustrations that visualize the events of the past. No matter what your interests, from arts to sports to science, you'll find them
represented here in a diverse range of events that are collected together by the day they share.
A Street Through Time Steve Noon 2012-09-03 Take a 12,000-year walk through history Think of the street you live on. Now think of how it may have looked in 10,000 BCE, or in
Roman times, or in Victorian England at the height of the Industrial Revolution. Steve Noon's A Street Through Time takes you on a time travelling journey that you won't forget.
Beautiful double-page illustrations bring fourteen key periods in history to life. You will see magnificent buildings go up and come down, new churches built on the site of ancient
temples, wooden bridges destroyed and then remade in stone, and statues demolished then unearthed many years later. You'll find out how people lived long ago - the tools they
used, what they wore, what they ate and what they did all day. In an added twist, you can search for the time traveller in each period and locate the objects that have managed to
survive through the ages. Revised and updated for a new generation, Steve Noon's A Street Through Time is perfect for parents and children to look at together. The more you
look, the more you'll see.
Behind the Scenes at the Museum Steve Martin 2020-07-02 Take an exclusive backstage tour of the world's most exciting museums and discover their hidden treasures. This
behind-the-scenes guide showcases a huge range of incredible artefacts from history and reveals the hard work, care, and effort that goes into collecting, preserving, and storing
them. Ever wondered what happens to an astronaut's space suit after it's been worn on the Moon? Or how the world's most valuable diamond is looked after? Find out all about
how museums work and the people that make it happen - from how historians preserve and care for Anne Frank's diary to what it takes for an archaeologist and curator to
excavate and exhibit an enormous wooly mammoth skeleton. You'll even find out about the bugs and pests that museum workers have to guard against to protect the future of
history's most precious artefacts. Behind the Scenes at the Museum gives the reader exclusive access to hidden objects that aren't normally on public display. It lets you into a
world of animal specimens pickled and preserved in jars, priceless gems and jewellery too valuable to be on display, and fragile documents and fabrics that must be kept in
carefully controlled conditions. Along the way, you'll learn about the techniques and processes that keep these objects in good condition, preserved and safe for future
generations. Filled with incredible images, step-by-step explanations of exciting techniques, and job profiles of the people that make it happen, Behind the Scenes at the Museum
offers unique, behind-the-curtain access to the secret delights of the world's most interesting museums.
History Adam Hart-Davis 2012 Chronologically traces the course of human history and civilization from prehistoric times to the present day, covering key events, people,
inventions and discoveries, and ideas and beliefs.
What's Where on Earth Atlas DK 2017-03-30 Atlases don't come more amazing than this! The ultimate world tour explores countries and crosses continents on its fact-finding,
fun-filled journey of discovery Planet Earth is brought to life in stunning, specially commissioned 3-D maps and artworks that showcase fascinating themes, including
geographical features, cities and landmarks, wildlife, and population in unprecedented detail. You'll scale the peaks of the Himalayas, trek the jungles of South America, roam the
grasslands of Africa, and swim the Pacific Ocean on your incredible adventure. Visit the hottest place on Earth, spot the largest butterfly, rub shoulders with the world's biggest
population, cross the busiest international border, and much, much more on your travels. This vital source of learning is perfect for children to dip into for school projects and a
welcome addition to any family library. For genius geographers or anyone with a taste for adventure, this one is for you!
Children's Illustrated History Atlas DK 2018-08-02 Bring history to life with more than 40 colourful maps in this children's atlas full of fascinating nuggets of information about our
past. This beautiful history atlas helps children learn about world history all the way from the first people leaving Africa right up to how the world looks now, with a modern world
map. Journey around the world as you learn its history, with maps showing everything from the awe-inspiring Great Wall of China to the when and how of the US Civil War.
Children are shown how to read a map and how to use a key, compass, and scale. Each map is bursting with information, such as how big the Roman Empire was, how
explorers made incredible journeys around the world, and when humans first travelled into space. Children's Illustrated History Atlas is an essential addition to every child's library
and includes a beautiful illustrated poster. Young history buffs will love this time-travelling adventure.
History of the World Plantaganet Somerset Fry
What's Weird on Earth Dorling Kindersley Publishing Staff 2018-02-26 Fact-hungry kids will love poring over these warped world maps full of unique and weird data. See how
many lightning strikes hit parts of our planet, the wind patterns of the whole world, and even how the world map would look if global warming melted the ice caps! Covering
everything from Pangea to the world's weirdest natural wonders, this is Earth in all its strange glory. What's Weird on Earth is an entirely new atlas adventure, with maps of UFO

sightings, popular foods, every country resized according to population density, and their popularity as holiday destinations. Kids can spot the strangest features on every corner
of Earth; from ancient patterns carved in the desert sand to the 29,000 bath toys that sailed the world's ocean currents after a shipwreck. Travel back in time to discover maps
from previous centuries or turn the globe upside down - literally. Planet Earth will never seem the same again!
Battles Map by Map DK 2021-05-06 Experience the world's most significant battles through bold, easy-to-grasp maps. Includes a foreword by Peter Snow, broadcaster and
historian. Covering everything from the battlefields of the ancient world to the bomb-scarred landscapes of World War II and beyond, this ebook includes engrossing maps telling
the story of history's most famous battles. Using brand new, in-depth maps and expert analysis, see for yourself how legendary military milestones were won and lost, and how
tactics, technology, vision, and luck have all played a part in the outcome of wars throughout history. Additionally, historic maps, paintings, photographs, and objects take you to
the heart of the action; famous commanders and military leaders are profiled; and the impact of groundbreaking weapons and battlefield innovations is revealed. Bursting with
lavish illustrations and full of fascinating detail, Battles Map by Map is the ultimate history ebook for map lovers, military history enthusiasts, and armchair generals everywhere.
Ice DK 2019-09-03 From the mighty mammoths and deserts of ice to early explorers and polar survival, come face to face with one of Earth's greatest resources: ice. With
captivating CGIs, illustrations, and photography, DK's Ice will take readers on an epic journey from the ice age to modern day, exploring how icy worlds are created, how
creatures live in these harsh environments and the impact of climate change. Learn about early humans and how they survived in one of the most hostile environments on Earth,
the tragic and treacherous journeys of early polar explorers, how icy landscapes develop and change, and meet the animals who make these frozen lands their home. Detailed
annotations explore the place of ice on our planet and how we and other animals survive and interact with it. Ice is the perfect companion for any reader who wants to discover
frozen worlds and the creatures that make them their home.
Take Me Back Richard Bausch 1981 Lower middle-class family struggles to verify love amid frailty & despondency.
Find My Favourite Things DK 2021-03-04 Let your child's imagination run wild in this wonderfully busy, search-and-find ebook - follow fun characters, spot and count things, and
have an entertaining, I-spy adventure! From an exciting town to a sunny beach, a beautiful park to a colourful toyshop, little ones visit their best-loved places, search through the
busy scenes, then point to and name all sorts of delightful things, building their vocabulary. They follow entertaining characters like the little girl and her mum buying things for a
birthday party, the young boy out and about with his grandparents, and playful Patch, the mischievous pup. They count scampering squirrels, fluttery butterflies, flying birds, and
more. Plus there are favourite toys and fabulous treats to find, and a cool cat is hiding somewhere in each scene! A perfect interactive ebook to share with pre-reading toddlers or
older children just beginning to read, every scene has "Can you spot?" questions, things to find that are certain colours or patterns, and open-ended prompts to encourage
observation, exploration, and conversation. And at the end of the ebook, little ones can play a fun "Look back and find..." game. With so many favourite things to talk about, and
characters to follow from page to page, children can use their imaginations to tell their own story. Perhaps they will continue the story even after they have finished the ebook!
DKfindout! Science Emily Grossman 2016-07-01 DKfindout! Science teaches kids everything they would want to know about the exciting world of science. With beautiful
photography, lively illustrations, and key curriculum information, the DKfindout! series will satisfy any child who is eager to learn and acquire facts - and keep them coming back
for more! For any child that can't get enough science, DKfindout! Science is packed with fun facts, quizzes, amazing photography and key curriculum text introducing all the key
topics for age 6+ readers covering everything from light and electricity, to animals and parts of the body. Discover how to make a rainbow and all about the states of matter.
DKfindout! Science will spark the imagination of children while providing inspiration for science fair projects.
Timelines of Everything DK 2018-10-04 Explore 13 billion years of history in the comfort of your own home! Journey through time and discover how some of the world's greatest
events unfolded. From the Big Bang all the way through to the digital age, this incredible visual encyclopedia for children shows you just about everything that has ever happened
in history. Witness history come alive as you travel through more than 130 stunning timelines. Discover an unprecedented collection of history timelines and a wealth of
knowledge about the world, packed with fantastic photographs and illustrations, along with informative text and fun facts. The history book covers the rise and fall of empires to
ground-breaking scientific breakthroughs and inventions that changed our lives. This educational book is an imaginative way of illustrating world history for children aged 8 and
over. Throughout the pages, your child will get to meet the most bloodthirsty pirates of all time and discover what happened during the storming of the Bastille. It's a fantastic
book for young readers with a natural curiosity about history around the world. Find your place in the world and understand where you fit in. Whether you want to discover the
history of cinema or fashion, aviation, or espionage. There's something for everyone in this glorious guide through global history! The History of Everything - Ever This fascinating
reference book tells the story of a diverse range of subjects throughout history in an easily digested graphic format. After your kids dive into this book, you'll never hear them use
the words "history" and "boring" in the same sentence again. Take a trip back in time! This history book covers the following eras: - Prehistory: Before 3000 BCE - The Ancient
World: 3000 BCE - 500 CE - The Medieval World: 500 - 1450 - The Age of Exploration: 1450 - 1750 - The Age of Revolution: 1750 - 1914 - The Modern World: After 1914
Behind the Scenes at the Museum Dk Pub 2020-06-30 Take an exclusive backstage tour of the world's most exciting museums and discover their hidden treasures. This behindthe-scenes guide showcases a huge range of incredible artifacts from history and reveals the hard work, care, and effort that goes into collecting, preserving, and storing them.
Ever wondered what happens to an astronaut's space suit after it's been worn on the Moon? Or how the world's most valuable diamond is looked after? Find out all about how

museums work and the people who make it happen--from how historians preserve and care for Anne Frank's diary to what it takes for an archaeologist and curator to excavate
and exhibit an enormous wooly mammoth skeleton. You'll even find out about the bugs and pests that museum workers have to guard against to protect the future of history's
most precious artifacts. Behind the Scenes at the Museum gives the reader exclusive access to hidden objects that aren't normally on public display. It lets you into a world of
animal specimens pickled and preserved in jars, priceless gems and jewelry too valuable to be on display, and fragile documents and fabrics that must be kept in carefully
controlled conditions. Along the way, you'll learn about the techniques and processes that keep these objects in good condition, preserved and safe for future generations. Filled
with incredible images, step-by-step explanations of exciting techniques, and job profiles of the people who make it happen, Behind the Scenes at the Museum offers unique,
behind-the-curtain access to the secret delights of the world's most interesting museums.
Explanatorium of Science Robert Winston 2019-09-03 The only science encyclopedia for children you'll ever need, with amazing photography that shows and explains how
chemistry, physics, and biology work. Watch as mixtures merge and matter changes state. Discover how some chemical changes can be reversed, yet others can't, and why
some reactions go with a bang! See bacteria at work in the world around us, and even inside the human digestive system. Understand the tricks that light plays and unlock the
secrets of electricity to find out how it powers the bulbs in your home. Whether it's elements, evolution, or energy, the world of science is brought to life by stunning photographic
explanations that answer the biggest and smallest questions about our Universe. Packed full of astounding close-up images, Explanatorium of Science is the ultimate guide to
how the world works, explaining every aspect of science from gigantic galaxies to tiny cells and miniscule atoms.
Millennium, Year by Year 2000 Lists prominent events throughout the world in the last thousand years, along with brief accounts of political and social changes, developments in
the arts and sciences, and prominent individuals.
History Year by Year DK 2011-10-03 Relive history as it happened - year by year From the origins of our earliest African ancestors right up until the present day, History Year by
Year covers the history of cultures and nations around the world in amazing visual detail. Discover the events, individuals, cultures, inventions and ideas that have shaped the
world in this innovative and visually arresting book that presents the 'who', 'where' and 'what' of history as never before. Explore the past using dynamic timelines that highlight
major themes and "stories of the year" as well as bite-sized detail so you can move seamlessly through history. Completely comprehensive yet perfect for browsing, History Year
by Year is an essential addition to any family bookshelf making the past accessible to everyone.
We Are the Destroyers D. K. Lindler 2014-08-25 Captain Bel'lar can't accept that he's lived all this before. Overconsumption is destroying his home planet, and synthetic foods
are turning his people into degenerated mutants under the control of the Brotherhood of Syn. As one of the few remaining but persecuted Organs-those who still live the organic
lifestyle-Bel'lar and his small crew must escape from their dying world to the semi-mythical blue-white planet. They are to discover if it is really what the prophecies say it is: a
place for humanity to make a new beginning.
Battles that Changed History DK 2018-09-06 Discover the stories behind more than 90 of the world's most significant battles in this lavishly illustrated history book. The most
important battles ever to take place are brought to life in the most spectacular way. From the brutal battle of Gettysburg to the epic air-sea battle of Midway, find out how fateful
decisions led to glorious victories and crushing defeats. Journey through the battlefields of history and follow the key developments of World War I, World War II, the Cold War
and more in unprecedented visual detail. Using maps, paintings, artefacts, and photographs, Battles That Changed History is a guided tour of every major conflict in history.
Explore the stories behind more than 90 important battles and discover how pivotal moments and tactical decisions have altered the course of history. From medieval clashes
and great naval conflicts to the era of high-tech air battles, key campaigns are illustrated and analysed in detail. Learn incredible facts about the weapons, armour, soldiers, and
military strategies behind some of the greatest battles ever. This reference book includes profiles of famous military leaders like Alexander the Great, Napoleon, and Rommel.
See how kingdoms and empires have been won and lost on the battlefield. Go into the thick of combat at the Great Siege of Malta, the Battle of Stalingrad, and the icy waters of
Dunkirk. It is the ultimate guide to the history of military conflict. Relive 3,000 Years of World-Changing Combat This stunning coffee table book from DK Books is a visual treat
for history buffs, old and young. It includes a foreword from award-winning writer, TV presenter and historian, Sir Tony Robinson whose TV credits include Time Team,
Blackadder,and The Worst Jobs in History. From the ancient world to the nuclear war, each chapter of this military history book brings the key battles of the era to life: - Before
1000CE: Includes Thermopylae and the Battle of Red Cliffs. - 1000 - 1500: Includes the Battle of Agincourt and Fall of Constantinople. - 1500 - 1700: Includes the Battle of
Breitenfeld and Siege of Vienna. - 1700 - 1900: Includes the Battle Waterloo and Gettysburg. - 1900 - Present: Includes Dunkirk and Operation Desert Storm.
World War I Simon Adams 2014-06-16 An up-close look at World War I examines life in the trenches and the devastation of Europe by the Great War.
Our World in Pictures: Trees, Leaves, Flowers & Seeds DK 2019-09-05 From the smallest seeds to the tallest trees, this beautiful children's guide is a must-have for any budding
botanist or plant lover. We can't live without plants. We need them for food, shelter, even the air we breathe, yet we know surprisingly little about them. Why do thistles bristle
with spines? How do some plants trap and eat insects? Did you know there are trees more than 5,000 years old? Trees, Leaves, Flowers & Seeds explores the mysterious world
of plants to find the answers to these and many more questions. This picture-packed encyclopedia shows a wonderful variety of plants, from fantastic ferns to spiky cacti. It
explores the diverse habitats of plants, herbs and spices that make our food tasty, and even how astronuats grow plants in space. It also takes a fun, more sideways look at

some truly weird and wonderful plants, including leaves that are home to frogs, orchids that look like parrots, and seeds that spin like helicopters. So open this fascinating ebook
and find out more about the amazing world of trees, leaves, flowers, and seeds.
History of the World Map by Map DK 2018-10-04 Maps don't just show us where to go, but also where we've been. A stunning overview of all human history, side by side with
140 custom maps. Learn how something like the printing press can define a time, or how the Allies in Europe could defeat the Nazis. There is so much to read about in this
remarkable history book, and just as much to look at. Maps are more than the topography of the Earth, or the borders of countries. Maps can represent the movement of people
and ideas, and they provide a unique way to explain historical themes and explore sweeping periods of time. This stunning visual reference book starts with the evolution and
migration of our oldest ancestors out of Africa. You can then look up maps about the Greece and Persian War, the Mongol Conquests, Medieval Europe's trade routes, and the
rise of the Ottomans. There are maps about the colonisation of North America, the scientific revolution, Napoleon's advances, and Britain's control of India. There's more in later
centuries, such as the Age of Imperialism, the American Civil War, industrialised Europe and the transformation of Japan. This history book reaching across millennia gives you a
broad view of the pivotal events in our past. With 140 maps, complimented with pictures, info boxes and timelines, there's so much to enjoy and learn about. You will gain a
strong understanding of some of the forces and movements across continents that have shaped our world. A Map Guided Tour of World History Inside this beautiful cover is
concise and fascinating historical information, 140 custom maps and many ways to engage in history that will interest many readers, from students wanting additional resources
for school, to history buffs that love a good book and cartography. Go on guided tour through time: - Prehistory 7 MYA-3000 BCE - The Ancient World 3000 BCE - 500 CE Middle Ages 500-1450 CE - The Early Modern World 1450-1700 - Revolution and Industry 1700-1850 - Progress and Empire 1850-1914 - The Modern World 1914-Present
The History Book DK 2016-07-29 Learn about the origins of our species and all things revolution in The History Book. Part of the fascinating Big Ideas series, this book tackles
tricky topics and themes in a simple and easy to follow format. Learn about History in this overview guide to the subject, brilliant for novices looking to find out more and experts
wishing to refresh their knowledge alike! The History Book brings a fresh and vibrant take on the topic through eye-catching graphics and diagrams to immerse yourself in. This
captivating book will broaden your understanding of History, with: - Easy to navigate step-by-step summaries that explain each historical theme - Packed with facts, charts,
timelines and graphs to help explain core concepts - A visual approach to big subjects with striking illustrations and graphics throughout - Easy to follow text makes topics
accessible for people at any level of understanding The History Book is a captivating introduction to the key events that have shaped society, from the dawn of civilization to the
modern culture of today. Here you'll discover the stories of important historical events and turning points, and the leaders, thinkers, and heroes involved, through exciting text and
bold graphics. Your History Questions, Simply Explained This book will outline big ideas, themes and events of world history, from the founding of Baghdad and the colonisation
of the Americas, to the inception of Buddhism. If you thought it was difficult to learn about the milestones that have shaped civilization, The History Book presents key information
in a clear layout. Here you'll learn about early humans, the empires of ancient history, the voyages of discovery to the tumultuous birth of nationalism, and the violence of two
world wars. The Big Ideas Series With millions of copies sold worldwide, The History Book is part of the award-winning Big Ideas series from DK. The series uses striking
graphics along with engaging writing, making big topics easy to understand.
Entrepreneurs Who Changed History DK 2020-09-03 Discover the lives and achievements of more than 90 of the world's most inspirational and influential entrepreneurs and
business leaders with this ebook of graphic-led biographies. Boldy illustrated and comprehensive in its scope and depth, Entrepreneurs Who Changed History profiles leaders of
industry across the world and throughout the ages - from the enterprising bankers of the medieval world and the merchants of empire, to the titans of industry and the geniuses of
Silicon Valley. Combining accessible text with specially-commissioned illustrated portraits in a range of bold artwork styles, photographs, and infographics, entries showcase
each individual in a fresh, visual way. The towering personalities behind some of history's most recognisable brands and companies - their ruthlessness, tenacity, creativity, and
sheer grit - are all brought to vivid life. Profiling the kings and queens of commerce and trade, Entrepreneurs Who Changed History features the familiar faces of Vanderbilt and
Rockefeller, Ford and Ferrari, Gates and Zuckerberg, alongside lesser-known figures such as the enterprising women of colonial America, the emancipated slaves who became
millionaires against all odds, and the individuals powering today's emerging economies.
Eyewitness: The rise and fall of Dorling Kindersley Christopher Davis 2009 This title tells the story of Dorling Kindersley's rise and fall. It offers a nostalgic reminder of a time
when creativity could flourish unburdened by the shackles of corporate bureaucracy.
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